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Context
IGN is the public institution in charge of the production and distribution of geographical information in
France. As part of a push towards full open-access (the “géo-communs” policy), the Terr-IA project
aims to produce pixel-precise annotate over 1400 km2 of high-definition aerial images (20cm/pixel)
accross 50 départements. This is the first step towards fully automated digitization of a national
and regurlaly updated land cover/use database from multi-source remote sensing, with the aim of
monitoring anthropegenic environmental impact (deforestation, impervious surfaces, urban sprawl,
etc.). All data and code will be open-source, and aim to reach the international research community.
This dataset presents a major opportunity in terms of machine learning research. Indeed, differences in distribution between training and test sets are known to severely impact the performance of
classification algorithms [4]. Such distribution-shift are typically met when considering geographical
data acquired from regions with different bioclimatic conditions or land usage (urban/rural/natural).
The date and even time of acquisition can have a profound impact on the captured data as well and
must be accounted for.

Objective
The goal of this internship is to evaluate the relevance of state-of-the-art approaches for training a
neural network from data from diverse acquisition domains (spatial and temporal), and able to generalize to unseen areas and conditions. We will curate a sub-dataset from the Terr-IA annotated data
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(a) High-Resolution Aerial Images

(b) Pixel-Precise Annotation

Figure 1: Annotation sample. Each image of the dataset is labelled with a 15-classes land cover
nomenclature at pixel level (20 cm / pixel)

to evaluate different domain adaptation approaches. We will investigate the performance of metalearning [5], adversarial approaches [7], and distribution regularizers [6, 1] for spatio-temporal domain
adaptation. If successful, the intern will write an article to present the dataset and our analysis. Observations about what works and what does not may lead us to modify and improve SOTA approaches
to fit the problem at hand.
The tentative planning of the internship is as follows:
• Month 1-2. Familiarization with the annotated dataset, curation of an illustrative sub-dataset.
Choice and implementation of baselines for land-use prediction.
• Month 3-4. Bibliography and implementation of relevant domain adaptation methods.
• Month 5-6. Running numerical experiments, writing the article.
• Bonus. Improving state-of-the-art methods according to our analysis of the performance of
existing approaches.
Opportunity. The intern will have a privileged opportunity to postulate to a PhD extending this project, and whose scope includes (i) impact of multispectral and radar satellite time series [3, 2], (ii)
integration with the LiDAR-HD acquisition project (country-scale 3D acquisition), (iii) prediction of
vectorized data, (iv) release of country-scale open-access datasets.

Profile
• Master 2 student in computer science, applied mathematics, or remote sensing.
• Familiarity with computer vision, machine learning, and deep learning.
• Mastery of Python, familiarity with PyTorch;
• Curiosity, rigor, motivation;
• (Optional) Familiarity with domain adaptation methods;
• (Optional) Experienced with aerial/satellite sensor technology and land-use prediction models.
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Contact
Send a CV and a short letter of purpose (∼20 lines max) stating your interest for this internship and
the relevance of your experience to loic.landrieu@ign.fr and sebastien.giordano@ign.fr.
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